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.NET DEVELOPMENT LEAD 

We are looking for motivated, positive team players. 

Responsibilities: 
- Lead development of an innovative set of services and tools in the mobile space; 
- Be ready to lead on all angles, including people, process, and technology; 
- Get the best from a true team of experts» each with their own expertise 
- Plan the day-to-day activities of the development process and ensure that business goals are met; 
- Participate across prototyping, analysis, design and development phases 
- Writing technical documents {functional specifications, design documents, etc.) as required; 
- Being able to confidently perform code inspections and reviews; 
- Research new technologies and bring forward new Ideas to support the business; 
- Take responsibility for the keeping development pipeline/infrastructure in good shape 
- Mentoring and technical guidance for junior and senior developers, ensuring the team achieves and 
maintains excellence in architecture, software engineering and communication; 
- Help your team grow professionally and personally with regular feedback sessions and assessments 

Required: 
- Be a .NET Hero. 5+ years experience & a degree in 
Informatics. Computer Systems or other IT 
- Speak multiple languages - English & Bulgarian - HTML5, JavaScript 
- Broad Horizons 
- Get excited by experimenting with new Mobile, Web or Cloud 
systems- 
- Get excited by travelling to the UK/US with your job 
- A passion for building world-beating products 
- Be as serious about customer satisfaction as we are (and we 
aren'1 happy until our customers are happy) 

Our offer: 
- Opportunity to work with phenomenal engineers on 
phenomenal products 

- Join a growing, young team that are leading mobile 
experts 
- Great opportunity for career progression - as we grow, 
our people grow 
- Competitive salary, benefits package and 
professional certification programs, 

f you or anyone you know is 
interested in this opportunity, please 
contact us: 

© jobs@bitmix.co.uk, t*   

0894 77 22 58 
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